


What is History?
Genealogy
Historical 

Enquiry - what 
are my roots?

Sources 
How do we 

find out about 
the past?

Bias
Hillsborough

To what extent 
is evidence 

reliable?

Significance
How far 

was Nelson 
significant?

Significance
Evaluation of 

Nelson

Chronology
Why is chronology 

important?

Anachronisms
How can we spot

anachronisms?

Causation
Examining evidence 

to assess how and 
why Alphonse died

Migration
What was it like 

to move to 
Britain?

Assessment

Term 1b -The Norman Conquest
Pre 1066

What was 
England like in 

1066?

3 Kings 1 Crown
Who were the 
contenders for

the crown?

The Ricall 
Mystery

Using evidence 
to carry out an 

historical 
enquiry

Stamford 
Bridge
What

happened at 
Stamford 
Bridge?

Hastings
How and why 
was Hastings 
significant?

Hastings
Why did William 
win the battle of 

Hastings?

Williams 
problems

What problems 
did William face?

Feudal System
How did William 

solve his 
problems?

Domesday book
Using evidence to 

assess the 
significance of the 
Domesday book ?

Assessment

Term 2a - Castles 
Why did 

William build 
Motte and 

Bailey Castle?

Stone Keep
How and why 

did castles 
develop?

Castles
What was it like 

to live in a 
castle?

Attack 
How were

castles 
attacked?

Defence
How were 

castles 
defended?

The Crusades
What happened 

during the 
Crusades?

The Crusades
Why were the 

Crusades 
important?

Castle Project 
Research

Castle Project 
Research

Castle Project 
Research

Year 7 History Curriculum Map – the development of Church, state and society in Medieval Britain 1066-1509

Intention – Our aim in Year 7 History is to provide students with the historical skills to gain a broad understanding of the events and diverse people that have shaped British 
History from pre-1066 to the mid-1500s.
Implementation – Lessons are chronological, with a skills focus in order to extend and deepen students' knowledge and understanding of history, through analysis, 
comprehension, evaluation and application so that students develop depth and mastery. Students are assessed using new Edexcel GCSE style questions. In lessons and assemblies, 
students will develop knowledge and comprehension of minority communities, cause, consequence, significance of events and individuals and how the past has shaped the 
present.
Impact – Students will demonstrate their understanding of the past confidently and show an understanding and application of historical study skills. Students will understand the 
complex history of Britain, its diversity and communities in which they live. Students will develop and demonstrate ability to identity significant events, make connections and 
judgements and develop their source analysis and extended writing skills using GCSE style questions, this will allow them to close the gap more quickly. Students will make good 
progress in deepening their knowledge and comprehension of history, applying evaluation, appraisal and synthesis so they develop independent study skills and resilience for KS4.

Causation
Chronology
Consequence 

Interpretations
Significance
Sources



What is History?
Term 2b - The Middle Ages – Monarchy

Matilda
Why did 

Matilda fight 
Stephen?

Examining 
evidence 

Why 
was Thomas

Beckett killed?

Thomas Beckett
How and why 

are there 
different 

interpretations 
of Beckett?

Magna Carta
Why is the 

Magna Carta 
important?

Jews in England
How and why
were the Jews 

expelled?

Scotland
How true was 
Braveheart?

Black Death
What did 

medieval people 
think caused the 

Plague?

Black Death
How did 

people treat 
the Plague?

Peasants 
Revolt

Why did the 
peasants' revolt 

in 1381?

Peasants Revolt
How and why are 

there different 
interpretations of 

the peasants'
revolt?

Term 3a - The Middle Ages – Conflict and Exploration
Hundred Years 

War
Why was there

war 1337 to 
1453?

Joan of Arc
To what extent 
is Joan of Arc 

significant?

Wars of the 
Roses

What happened 
during the War?

Princes in the 
Tower

How far was 
Richard guilty?

Henry VII
How did Henry 

VII control 
England?

Henry VII
How and why are 

there different 
interpretations 

Henry VII?

African Kingdoms
Why don’t we 
know about 

Africa ?

Explorers
Why was there 
exploration to 

the new 
world?

How Healthy
How healthy 

were Kings and 
Queens?

Assessment

Term 3b - Henry VIII
Henry VIII

Using evidence 
to assess Henry 

VIII

Portraiture
What can we 

learn from 
portraits?

Henry VIII Wives
What happened 

to Henry’s 
Wives?

Reformation
Why did Henry 

Break from 
Rome?

Monasteries
Why were the 
monasteries 
shut down?

Pilgrimage of 
Grace

Why did people
rebel against 

Henry?

Henry VIII
Who were the 
four Thomas’?

Henry VIII
Why did the 

Mary Rose 
sink?

Henry VIII
To what extent 

was Henry a 
tyrant?

End of Year Quiz

Year 7 History Curriculum Map – the development of Church, state and society in Medieval Britain 1066-1509

Intention – Our aim in Year 7 History is to provide students with the historical skills to gain a broad understanding of the events and diverse people that have shaped 
British History from pre-1066 to the mid-1500s.
Implementation – Lessons are chronological, with a skills focus in order to extend and deepen students' knowledge and understanding of history, through 
analysis, comprehension, evaluation and application so that students develop depth and mastery. Students are assessed using new Edexcel GCSE style questions. In 
lessons and assemblies, students will develop knowledge and comprehension of minority communities, cause, consequence, significance of events and individuals and 
how the past has shaped the present.
Impact – Students will demonstrate their understanding of the past confidently and show an understanding and application of historical study skills. Students will 
understand the complex history of Britain, its diversity and communities in which they live. Students will develop and demonstrate ability to identity significant events, 
make connections and judgements and develop their source analysis and extended writing skills using GCSE style questions, this will allow them to close the gap more 
quickly. Students will make good progress in deepening their knowledge and comprehension of history, applying evaluation, appraisal and synthesis so they develop 
independent study skills and resilience for KS4.

Causation
Chronology
Consequence 

Interpretations
Significance
Sources



The Tudors – Edward Mary and Elizabeth
Catholic Church

What did 
Catholics 
believe?

Protestant 
Church

How and 
why did 

Protestants 
protest?

Edward VI
How did a boy 

rule a kingdom?

Bloody Mary
How and why 

did Mary change 
England?

Assessment
To what extent 

does Mary 
deserve 

the title 'bloody'
Mary?

Elizabeth’s image
How and why
did Elizabeth 

control her image?

Elizabeth I 
Marriage

Who should 
Elizabeth marry?

Mary Q of S
Why was Mary a 

threat to 
Elizabeth I?

Armada
Why did the 

Spanish
Armada try to 

invade England?

Armada
What happened 

when Spain 
attacked?

The English Civil War
Armada

Why did the 
Armada fail?

Elizabeth
How successful 
was Elizabeth?

James I
How far 

was James fit to 
be King?

Gunpowder Plot
Was Guy Fawkes 
guilty of treason?

Charles I
What was the 

problem 
with Charles I ?

Civil War Causes
Why did England

go to war?

Civil War Battles
Why was Charles I 

defeated?

Charles I 
Execution

Why was Charles 
killed?

Civil War
How and why 

are there 
different 

interpretations 
of the civil war?

Assessment

The Stuarts
Legacy

What was the 
impact of 

Puritan rule on 
England?

Cromwell
How did life 

change under 
Cromwell?

Interpretations
Why do the Irish
hate Cromwell?

Charles II 
Restoration

Was Charles just 
a party King?

The Great 
Plague

Why was the 
Plague so 
deadly?

The Great Fire
Why did the fire 

spread ?

The Great Fire
Why did some 
people blame 

foreigners?

William and 
Mary

Why was the 
revolution 
glorious?

Monarchical 
Power

How far were
monarchs in 

charge?

Assessment

Year 8 History Curriculum Map – the development of Church, state and society in Britain 1509-1700s

Intention – In Year 8 History students’ build on their historical knowledge, comprehension and application skills by gaining a broader understanding of the 
events and diverse people that have shaped British History from 1547 to the 20th Century.
Implementation – Lessons are chronological with a skills focus in order to build students' knowledge, analysis, comprehension, evaluation and application so 
that students develop mastery in skills needed for success at KS4. Students will develop knowledge and comprehension and significance of key events and 
individuals, change, continuity and how and why interpretations of the past differ. Tasks will include ‘Do Now Tasks’ and tests to assess recall and retention of 
prior knowledge, and research tasks will develop source analysis, evaluation, interpretation and extended analytical writing skills. Students are assessed using 
new Edexcel GCSE style questions The ‘Jack the Ripper’ unit, will replicate the GCSE World War One Medicine Case Study to develop source analysis for KS4.
Impact – Students will communicate their understanding of the past confidently, demonstrating the ability to retain, select, recall knowledge and 
understanding and apply their comprehension through extended analytical writing skills. Students will understand the complex history of Britain and apply this 
knowledge to the communities and society in which they live. Students will show proficiency in tackling and applying knowledge and skills for GCSE questions 
and this will close the gap more quickly. Students will be able to make an informed decision as to whether to opt to take GCSE History.

Causation
Chronology
Consequence 

Interpretations
Significance
Sources



The Tudors – Edward Mary and Elizabeth

Empire
Empire origins

Why did Britain 
control 1/3 of the 

world?

The Famine
To what extent 

are the British to 
blame for the 
Irish famine?

Easter Rising
Why did the

Irish rebel against 
British rule in 

1916?

India
Why was India 
the jewel in the 

crown?

Amritsar
To what extent 
should Britain 
apologise for 

Amritsar?

Gandhi
Why was Gandhi so 

significant?

Australia
Why did a ‘con’
front the Sydney 

Olympics?

Empire Legacy
To what extent 

should Britain be 
proud of its 

imperial past?

Interpretations
How and why 

are there 
different 

interpretations of 
the empire?

Assessment

Industrial Revolution
Industrial 

Revolution
What was the 

Industrial 
revolution?

Agriculture
How and why 

did rural Britain 
change?

Transport
How and 
why did 

transport change?

Urbanisation
Why did people 
move to cities?

Factories
What was it like 
to work in a 
factory?

Child Labour
How and why were 
there different 
opinions about Child 
labour?

Living conditions
Why did people 
live in squalor?

Living conditions
How would you 
change Bethnal 

Green?

Inventions
What was the 

best 
development?

Assessment

Whitechapel – Case Study
Policing
How had 
Policing 

developed up to 
1888?

Policing
What problems 
did the Police 
face in 1888?

Whitechapel
Historical enquiry
What was it like 

living in the East?

Victims
Who were Jack 

the Ripper’s 
victims?

Evidence
What clues did 

the Police 
discover?

Suspects
Who were the key 

suspects?

Jack the Ripper
Police Report

Jack the Ripper
Police Report

Jack the Ripper
Police Report

End of Year 
synoptic knowledge 

and recall test

Year 8 History Curriculum Map – ideas, political power, industry and empire: Britain, 1745-20th century

Intention – In Year 8 History students’ build on their historical knowledge, comprehension and application skills by gaining a broader understanding of the events and 
diverse people that have shaped British History from 1547 to the 20th Century.
Implementation – Lessons are chronological with a skills focus in order to build students' knowledge, analysis, comprehension, evaluation and application so that 
students develop mastery in skills needed for success at KS4. Students will develop knowledge and comprehension and significance of key events and individuals, 
change, continuity and how and why interpretations of the past differ. Tasks will include ‘Do Now Tasks’ and tests to assess recall and retention of prior knowledge, and 
research tasks will develop source analysis, evaluation, interpretation and extended analytical writing skills. Students are assessed using new Edexcel GCSE style 
questions. The ‘Jack the Ripper’ unit, will replicate the GCSE World War One Medicine Case Study to develop source analysis skills needed for progression at KS4.
Impact – Students will communicate their understanding of the past confidently, demonstrating the ability to retain, select, recall knowledge and understanding and 
apply their comprehension through extended analytical writing skills. Students will understand the complex history of Britain and apply this knowledge to the 
communities and society in which they live. Students will show proficiency in tackling and applying knowledge and skills for GCSE questions and this will close the gap 
more quickly. Students will be able to make an informed decision as to whether to opt to take GCSE History.

Causation
Chronology
Consequence 

Interpretations
Significance
Sources



Key Topic 1: c1250–c1500: Medicine in medieval England 1 Ideas about the cause of disease and illness 2 Approaches to prevention and treatment 3 Case study 

Overview:
What were the 
big changes in 

Medicine in 
Britain 1250 to 

present?

How had 
medicine 

changed up to 
1250?

What did 
people believe 
caused illness in 

the period?

How did people 
treat illness in 
the period?

How did people 
try to prevent 
illness in the 

period?

Case Study?
How did people 
respond to the 
Black Death?

What factors
effected Medicine 

in the period?

How do I write 
a good essay?

Revision Assessment
Question 4 

Question 5/6

Assessment 
Feedback

c1500–c1700: The Medical Renaissance in England 1 Ideas about the cause of disease and illness 2 Approaches to prevention and treatment 3 Case study 
What was the 
Renaissance?

Who was 
Vesalius and 
why was he 
significant?

What did
people believe 
caused in illness 
in the period?

How did 
Science and 
Technology

develop during 
the period?

How did people 
treat illness in 
the period?

How did people 
try to prevent 
illness in the 

period?

Case Study?
How far were 

people’s 
responses to the 
plague different 
in 1665 to 1348? 

Case Study?
Who was 

William Harvey 
and why was 
he important?

Revision Assessment
Question 3,
Question 4 

Question 5/6

Assessment 
Feedback

c1700–c1900: Medicine in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Britain 1 Ideas about the cause of disease and illness 2 Approaches to prevention and treatment 3 Case study 

How was the 
twentieth 
century 

different?

How did 
people treat 
illness in the 

period?
Hospitals

How did people 
treat illness in 
the period?

Surgery

How did people 
treat illness in 
the period?

Patent 
Medicine

How did people 
try to prevent 
illness in the 

period?

Case Study?
How did John 

Snow discover that 
dirty Water 

caused disease?

Case Study?
Was Thomas 
Jefferson right 
about Jenner?

What factors 
effected 

Medicine in the 
period?

Revision Assessment
Question 3,
Question 4 

Question 5/6

Assessment 
Feedback

c1900–present: Medicine in modern Britain 1 Ideas about the cause of disease and illness 2 Approaches to prevention and treatment 3 Case study 

How much did 
the lives of 

women change 
under the 

Nazis?

What did 
people believe 
caused illness in 

the period?
DNA

What did 
people believe 
caused illness in 

the period?
Lifestyle Factors

How did people 
treat illness in 
the period?
The NHS

How did people 
try to prevent 
illness in the 

period?

Case Study?
Did Fleming 

deserve the Nobel 
Prize?

Case Study?
How do we 

tackle the Lung 
Cancer epidemic?

What factors 
effected 

Medicine in the 
period?

Revision Assessment
Question 3,
Question 4 

Question 5/6

Assessment 
Feedback

Year 9 History Curriculum Map - Paper 1: Thematic study Option 11  : Medicine in Britain, c1250–present

Intention – Our aim with the Paper 1 Thematic Study is to provide students with in-depth knowledge of Medicine in Britain over a broad period of time. We aim to develop 
students’ historical skills, with a particular focus on their cognitive, critical thinking, problem solving, evaluation, analysis and written explanation.  Paper 3 explores a period of 
more than 100 years, it is therefore our aim to develop students’ synoptic and synthesising skills so that they acquire a secure understanding of the ‘Big Picture’ so that they can 
assess and demonstrate understanding of ‘Change and Continuity’ over the breadth period of the course.
Implementation – The course is arranged chronologically with students studying each of the four SPEC topics through a series of enquiry questions covering the focus elements 
of each key topic. Students complete a Do Now task to encourage knowledge recall and retention and starters act as stimulus material that will implicitly develop students’ skills 
in building their knowledge and understanding of the key features and characteristics of the period. The range of tasks are structured to develop cognitive skills, problem solving, 
critical thinking in order that students can develop the ability to analyse, make inferences and appraise the value of sources for an historical enquiry. At the end of each Key 
topic, students are assessed using actual exam style questions. Each element of the SPEC is also assessed throughout with students completing knowledge tests to develop their 
recall, retention and application of knowledge and understanding of the period over time.
Impact – Students will communicate their understanding of ‘Medicine in the period 1250-Present’ confidently and demonstrate the skills that permeate the study of History, 
particularly the ability of constructing extended analytical written arguments. Students will also understand the complexity of change and continuity over a broad period of time 
and ask broader questions linked to British values such as the importance of government intervention in the lives of its citizens. Through feedback, students will also be acutely 
aware of how they need to improve and this will allow them to close the gap more quickly. The knowledge rich curriculum, focuses on written argument and exploration of 
change and continuity so that students have excellent progression routes and acquire the skills to cope with the rigors of A-Level extended writing.

Section B: thematic study
This section is worth 20%* of the total qualification. It is marked out of 36.
Of the 36 marks, up to 4 marks in Question 5/6 will be awarded for spelling, 
punctuation, grammar and use of specialist terminology (SPaG).
All questions target AO1/AO2.
Questions 3 and 4 are compulsory. Students then select either Question 5 or 
Question 6.
● Question 3: this focuses on similarity or difference over time. Questions will 
cross sections of the specification and will normally span at least a century 
(and may span much longer periods).
● Question 4: this focuses on the process of change (e.g. why there was a 
rapid change/slow change/why change continued). Questions will normally 
span at least a century and may span much longer periods.
● Questions 5/6: requires a judgement and may focus any of the following: 
the nature or extent of change (change/continuity); patterns of change 
(turning points, i.e. significance); the process of change (factors bringing it 
about, i.e. causation); or the impact of change (i.e. consequence). Questions 
will normally span at least two centuries and may span much longer periods.

Assessment Objectives

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge 
and understanding of the key 
features and characteristics of 
the periods studied.

AO2 Explain and analyse 
historical events and periods 
studied using second order 
historical concepts.

AO3 Analyse, evaluate and use 
sources (contemporary to the 
period) to make substantiated 
judgements, in the context of 
historical events studied.

A04 Analyse, evaluate and 
make substantiated 
judgements about 
interpretations (including how 
and why interpretations may 
differ) in the context of 
historical events studied.

Transferable Skills

Cognitive skills
● Non-routine problem solving
● Systems thinking 
● Critical thinking 
● ICT literacy
Interpersonal skills
● Communication 
● Relationship-building skills 
● Collaborative problem solving 
Intrapersonal skills



World War One 

Introduction:
Why do we 
study WW1?

What were 
the long term 
causes of the 

War?

What
triggered the 

alliance 
system in 1914?

How did 
Britain recruit 

soldiers?

How did 
Britain’s 

Empire help 
the war 
effort?

Was General 
Haig the 

Butcher of the 
Somme?

How did the 
lives of people 

in Britain 
change during 

the war?

Why did 
Germany 

surrender in 
1918?

How far was 
there 

agreement 
over the 
Treaty of 
Versailles?

Soldier’s Guide 
Assessment 

Assessment 
Feedback

1 The British sector of the Western Front,1914–18: injuries, treatment and the trenches
2 Knowledge, selection and use of sources for historical enquiries

What were 
the key 

battles of the 
War?

How do I use 
sources to aid 
an enquiry?

What medical 
developments

happened 
prior to World 

War One?

What were 
trenches and 

how were 
they 

organised?

What injuries 
did men 

experience
due to the 

conditions of 
World War 

One?

Why did 
medical records 

contain the 
phrase NYD.N?

How were 
injuries treated 
in World War 

One?

How did 
Medicine 

develop in 
World War 

One?

Revision Assessment
Question 1,

Question 2a
Question 2b

Assessment 
Feedback

Year 9 History Curriculum Map - Paper 1 The British sector of the Western Front,1914–18: injuries, treatment and the trenches

Intention – Our aim with the Paper 1 Environment Study is first to provide students with a broad narrative of World War One so that students will be more confident 
when tackling the British Sector of the Western Front. We aim to develop students’ historical skills, with a particular focus on their cognitive, critical thinking, problem 
solving, evaluation, analysis and written explanation. Paper 1 environment study focuses on the British Sector of the Western Front and students ability analyse 
contemporary sources.  We also want students to immerse themselves in the experience of a World War One Soldier and we want students to communicate this in 
creative a way, by producing a piece of historical fiction. 
Implementation – The course is arranged chronologically with students studying the causes of the War and tracing the main events through to the Armistice and 
Peace Treaties. Lessons are formed through a series of enquiry questions. Students complete a Do Now task to encourage knowledge recall and retention and starters 
act as stimulus material that will implicitly develop students’ skills in building their knowledge and understanding of the key features and characteristics of the period. 
The range of tasks are structured to develop cognitive skills, problem solving, critical thinking in order that students can develop the ability to analyse, make inferences 
and appraise the value of sources for an historical enquiry. At the end of each Key topic, students are assessed using actual exam style questions. Each element of the 
SPEC is also assessed throughout with students completing knowledge tests to develop their recall, retention and application of knowledge and understanding of the 
period over time.
Impact –. Students will communicate their understanding of World War One confidently and demonstrate a confidence in the skills that permeate the study of 
History, particularly the skill of analysing historical sources and using them to enhance enquiries. Students will also understand the complexity of the causes of World 
War One and ask broader questions linked to British values such as the contribution of different ethnic groups to the war effort. Through feedback, students will also 
be acutely aware of how they need to improve and this will allow them to close the gap more quickly. The opportunity to be assessed in a non-examined setting 
should help students to develop their creativity  as well as time and task management, skills crucial for the NEA assessment at A-Level. 

Section A: historic environment
This section is worth 10%* of the total qualification.
It is marked out of 16. Both questions are compulsory.
● Question 1: this focuses on describing features (AO1).
Question 2 is a two-part question, targeting AO3. It uses two 
contemporary sources. One of
them may be visual, but at least one will be written.
● Question 2 (a): students assess the usefulness of both sources for 
a specified enquiry,
making use of their knowledge of the historical context.
● Question 2 (b): students suggest a follow-up enquiry relating to 
one of the sources.

Assessment Objectives

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of the key features 
and characteristics of the periods 
studied.

AO2 Explain and analyse historical 
events and periods studied using 
second order historical concepts.

AO3 Analyse, evaluate and use 
sources (contemporary to the 
period) to make substantiated 
judgements, in the context of 
historical events studied.

A04 Analyse, evaluate and make 
substantiated judgements about 
interpretations (including how and 
why interpretations may differ) in 
the context of historical events 
studied.

Transferable Skills

Cognitive skills
● Non-routine problem solving
● Systems thinking 
● Critical thinking 
● ICT literacy
Interpersonal skills
● Communication 
● Relationship-building skills 
● Collaborative problem solving 
Intrapersonal skills



Key topic 1: Queen, government and religion, 1558–69 
1 The situation on Elizabeth’s accession 2 The ‘settlement ’of religion 3 Challenge to the religious settlement 4 The problem of Mary, Queen of Scots 

Who was 
Elizabeth I?

What 
problems did 
Elizabeth face 

when she
inherited the 

crown?

What were the 
different 

religious beliefs 
in Elizabethan 

England?

How fair was 
Elizabeth’s 

religious 
settlement?

How big was 
the Catholic 

threat in 
Elizabethan 

England?

How big was the 
Puritan threat in 

Elizabethan 
England?

How was 
Elizabethan 
society and 
government 
organised?

Who was Mary 
Queen of Scots 
and why was 

she a 
problem?

Revision Assessment
Question 1 
Question 2
Question 3

Assessment 
Feedback

Key topic 2: Challenges to Elizabeth at home and abroad, 1569–88
1 Plots and revolts at home 2 Relations with Spain  3 Outbreak of war with Spain, 1585–88 4 The Armada

Why did the 
Northern Earls 

revolt?

How
significant a 
threat were 

Catholic plots 
against 

Elizabeth?

Why did the 
Babington Plot 

fail?

Why did 
Elizabeth 

behead her 
cousin?

Why did 
English 

relations with 
Spain 

deteriorate?

Why caused 
Phillip to attack 
England in 1588?

What happened 
when Phillip

attacked 
England in 1588?

Why did the 
Armada fail?

Revision Assessment
Question 1 
Question 2
Question 3

Assessment 
Feedback

Key topic 3: Elizabethan society in the Age of Exploration, 1558–88
1 Education and leisure 2 The problem of the poor 3 Exploration and voyages of discovery 4 Raleigh and Virginia

How did 
people have 

fun in 
Elizabethan 

England?

What was it
like to go to 

school in 
Elizabethan 

England?

What caused 
poverty in 

Elizabethan 
England?

How did 
Elizabeth deal 
with the issue 
of poverty?

Why did 
exploration 

increase under 
Elizabeth?

Why did the 
attempts to 

colonise Virginia, 
fail?

Who was more 
significant under 
Elizabeth; Drake 

or Raleigh?

Overview:
How successful
was Elizabeth 

during the 
years 1558-

1588?

Revision Assessment
Question 1 
Question 2
Question 3

Assessment 
Feedback

Year 10 History Curriculum Map - Paper 2: British depth study B4 : Early Elizabethan England, 1558–88

Intention – Our aim with the Paper 2 British  Depth Study is to provide students with in-depth knowledge of the Elizabethan period 1558-1588. At the same 
time we aim to develop students’ historical skills, with a particular focus on written explanation and analysis. 
Implementation – The course is arranged chronologically with students studying each of the three topics outlined in the SPEC. A series of enquiry questions 
introduce elements form the SPEC. At the start of each lesson students complete a Do Now task , such as Date Matching in order to encourage knowledge 
recall and retention. Furthermore, starters to lessons act as stimulus material and implicitly develop students knowledge and understanding of the key 
characteristics and events of the period, to develop students’ ability to select, recall and write coherent, organised, analytical answers demonstrating the 
ability to examine similarity, difference, change, continuity, causation or consequence. At the end of each Key topic, students are assessed using actual exam 
style questions. Each element of the SPEC is also assessed throughout, with students completing  two knowledge tests. 
Impact –. Students will communicate their understanding of Elizabeth in the period 1558-1588 and demonstrate a confidence in the skills that permeate the 
study of History, particularly the skill of constructing written analytical arguments. Students will also understand the complexity of the religious divisions 
within Elizabethan society and begin to ask broader questions linked to British values such as the celebration of diversity and tolerance. Through feedback, 
students will also be acutely aware of how they need to improve and this will allow them to close the gap more quickly. The knowledge rich curriculum and 
focus on written argument will enable students to have the skills required for onward progression, especially A-Level synthesizing and synoptic extended 
critical writing skills.

This section is worth 20%* of the total qualification.
It is marked out of 32.
The question number will either be 4 or 5 depending on which 
depth study option is chosen, but for each option the question will 
have the same structure:

● Part (a): this is compulsory and targets AO1. It focuses on 
describing features.
● Part (b): this is compulsory and targets AO1/AO2. It focuses on 
causation.
● Part (c): students have a choice of two questions: (i) or (ii). These 
target AO1/AO2 and
require a judgement. They may focus on any of the following: 
similarity, difference,
change, continuity, causation or consequence.

Assessment Objectives

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of the key features 
and characteristics of the periods 
studied.

AO2 Explain and analyse historical 
events and periods studied using 
second order historical concepts.

AO3 Analyse, evaluate and use 
sources (contemporary to the 
period) to make substantiated 
judgements, in the context of 
historical events studied.

A04 Analyse, evaluate and make 
substantiated judgements about 
interpretations (including how and 
why interpretations may differ) in 
the context of historical events 
studied.

Transferable Skills

Cognitive skills
● Non-routine problem solving
● Systems thinking 
● Critical thinking 
● ICT literacy
Interpersonal skills
● Communication 
● Relationship-building skills 
● Collaborative problem solving 
Intrapersonal skills



Key topic 1: The origins of the Cold War, 1941–58
1 Early tension between East and West, 2 The development of the Cold War, 3 The Cold War intensifies

What was the 
Cold War?

How much 
agreement 
was there 

between the 
Super Powers 

at the 
conferences?

How did 
Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki 
change the 

world?

How did an 
Iron Curtain 
descend over 

Europe?

How did the
US respond to 

Soviet 
expansion?

Why did Stalin 
Blockade Berlin?

How did the 
West respond?

Why did the 
Hungarians spit 

at Stalin?

What was the 
impact of the 

Hungarian 
uprising?

Revision Assessment
Question 1 
Question 2
Question 3

Assessment 
Feedback

Key topic 2: Cold War crises, 1958–70
1 Increased tension between East and West, 2 Cold War crises, 3 Reaction to crisis

Why did  
superpower 

relations 
become more 

tense?

Why did 
Khrushchev

build the 
wall?

How did Castro 
change Cuba?

Why did JFK 
invade the 

Bay of Pigs?

How close was 
the world to 

Nuclear 
destruction in 

1962?

Who won the 
Cuban Missile 

Crisis?

How similar 
were the events 
in Prague 68 to 

the events in 
Hungary 56?

How did the 
world respond 
to the events 

in 
Czechoslovaki

a ?

Revision Assessment
Question 1 
Question 2
Question 3

Assessment 
Feedback

Key topic 3: The end of the Cold War, 1970–91
1 Attempts to reduce tension between East and West, 2 Flashpoints, 3 The collapse of Soviet control of Eastern Europe

Was détente
real?

What
happened in 
Afghanistan?

What was the 
impact of the

events of 
Afghanistan 

for the 
relationship 
between the 
superpowers?

Why was Star 
Wars such a 

threat to Cold 
War peace?

How did 
Gorbachev 
reform the 

USSR?

Why did the Wall 
come down in 

1989?

Was Gorbachev 
to blame for 

the end of the 
USSR?

Overview:
Who was to 

blame for the 
Cold War?

Revision Assessment
Question 1 and 2

Question 3 
a,b,c,d

Assessment 
Feedback

Uear 10 History Curriculum Map - Paper 2: Period Study 26/27 : Superpower relations and the Cold War, 1941–91

Intention – Our aim with the Paper 2 period Study is to provide students with in-depth knowledge of the Cold War in the period 1941-1991. At the same 
time we aim to develop students’ historical skills, with a particular focus on constructing sequential narratives of events. 
Implementation – The course is arranged chronologically with students studying each of the three topics outlined in the SPEC. A series of enquiry questions 
and tasks enable students to develop their knowledge and understanding of the hey topics in the SPEC. At the start of each lesson students complete starters 
which are stimulus material to embed knowledge recall, retention and application. Tasks are varied and include a range of questioning styles to develop 
comprehension and analysis of cause, change, difference, continuity and consequence to enable students to write extended narrative analytical answers for 
the topic.  Students are assessed using actual exam style questions. Each element of the SPEC is also assessed throughout, with students completing  two 
knowledge tests. 
Impact –. Students will communicate their understanding of the Cold War in the period 1941-1991 confidently and demonstrate a confidence in the skills that 
permeate the study of History, particularly the skill of constructing narratives and attributing significance to events. Students will also understand the 
complexity of the political divisions within global society and begin to ask broader questions linked to British values such as the importance of democracy and 
freedoms. Through feedback, students will also be acutely aware of how they need to improve and this will allow them to close the gap more quickly. The 
knowledge rich curriculum and focus on constructing narratives should hold students in excellent stead for A-Level extended writing, especially the Russia 
1855-1964 breadth study.

Section B 
This section is worth 20%* of the total qualification. It is marked 

out of 32.
All questions target AO1/AO2.
Students answer three compulsory questions:
● Question 1: this focuses on consequence.
● Question 2: this focuses on analytical narrative, in which 
students write an account that not only describes what happened, 
but also involves analysis to find connections and make sense of 
events and their impact to explain why events unfolded in the way 
that they did. This is likely to involve a mix of second order concepts 
(i.e. causation, consequence, change).
● Question 3: students select two from a choice of three parts. 
Each focuses on the importance of an event/person/development in 
terms of what difference they made in relation to situations and 
unfolding developments (i.e. their consequence and significance).

Assessment Objectives

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of the key features 
and characteristics of the periods 
studied.

AO2 Explain and analyse historical 
events and periods studied using 
second order historical concepts.

AO3 Analyse, evaluate and use 
sources (contemporary to the 
period) to make substantiated 
judgements, in the context of 
historical events studied.

A04 Analyse, evaluate and make 
substantiated judgements about 
interpretations (including how and 
why interpretations may differ) in 
the context of historical events 
studied.

Transferable Skills

Cognitive skills
● Non-routine problem solving
● Systems thinking 
● Critical thinking 
● ICT literacy
Interpersonal skills
● Communication 
● Relationship-building skills 
● Collaborative problem solving 
Intrapersonal skills



Key topic 1: The Weimar Republic 1918–29
1  The origins of the Republic, 1918–19  2  The early challenges to the Weimar Republic, 1919–23  3  The recovery of the Republic, 1924–29  4  Changes in society,  1924–29

How was 
Germany left 
after WW1?

How 
democratic 

was the 
Weimar 

Republic?

Why were 
Germans so
angry about 

the TOV?

How big were 
the threats 

from the left 
and right?

Why did 
government 

issue a 1 trillion 
mark note in 

1923?

How did 
Germany recover 

from the 
Hyperinflation 

Crisis?

How golden 
were the golden

years?

Was Germany 
really

‘dancing on a 
volcano?’

Revision Assessment
Question 1 and 

Question 2

Assessment 
Feedback

Key topic 2: Hitler’s rise to power, 1919–33
1  Early development of the Nazi Party,  1920–22  2  The Munich Putsch and the lean years,  1923–29 3  The growth in support for the Nazis,  1929–32 4  How Hitler became 

Chancellor,  1932–33
Who was 

Adolf Hitler?
How did the 
early Nazi 

party 
develop?

What
happened 

when Hitler 
rebelled in 

1923?

How far was 
the Munich 

Putsch a 
disaster for the 

Nazis?

To what 
extent were 

the Nazis 
irrelevant by 

1929?

How did the Wall 
Street Crash 

effect Germany?

Who voted for 
the Nazis?

How did 
Hitler rise to

power?

Revision Assessment
Question 3 

a,b,c,d

Assessment 
Feedback

Key topic 3: Nazi control and dictatorship, 1933–39
1  The creation of a dictatorship, 1933–34 2 The police state 3  Controlling and influencing attitudes 4  Opposition, resistance and conformity

How did the 
Reichstag Fire 

help Hitler?

How did the 
Enabling Act 
help Hitler?

How did the 
Night of the 
Long Knives 
help Hitler?

Which event
most helped 

Hitler to 
consolidate 

power?

How did Hitler 
establish a 

Police State?

How did Hitler 
control the 

messages that 
Germans 
received?

How far did 
Germans 
effectively 
oppose the 

Nazis?

How 
successful
were the 
Nazis in 

controlling the 
Churches?

Revision Assessment
Question 1 and 2

Question 3 
a,b,c,d

Assessment 
Feedback

Key topic 4: Life in Nazi Germany, 1933–39
1  Nazi policies towards women  2  Nazi policies towards the young 3  Employment and living standards  4  The persecution of minorities

How much did 
the lives of 

women 
change under 

the Nazis?

How successful 
were the 
Nazis in 

controlling 
women?

What was it 
like to go to 

school in Nazi 
Germany?

How did the 
Hitler Youth 

control young 
Germans?

Why did some
young people 

oppose the 
Nazis?

How far did the 
Nazis achieve an 

economic 
miracle?

How did life 
change for 

Germany’s Jews 
under the 

Nazis?

Was
Kristallnacht 
planned by 
the Nazis?

Revision Assessment
Question 1 and 2

Question 3 
a,b,c,d

Assessment 
Feedback

Year 11 History Curriculum Map - Paper 3: Modern depth study Option 31: Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918–39  

Intention – Our aim with the Paper 3 Depth Study is to provide students with in-depth knowledge of Germany in the period 1918-1939. At the same time we aim to develop 
students’ historical skills, with a particular focus on working with contemporary sources and historical interpretations and develop students skills to demonstrate proficiency in all 
four assessment objectives.
Implementation – The course is arranged chronologically with students studying each of the four topics outlined in the SPEC. At the start of each lesson students complete a Do 
Now task, such as Germany and the Letter, in order to embed knowledge recall, retention and application. Furthermore, starters to lessons act as stimulus material and 
implicitly develop students ability to evaluate and analyse contemporary sources and interpretations to make judgements on how and why the past has been interpreted in 
different ways.  At the end of each Key topic, students are assessed using actual exam style questions. Each element of the SPEC is also assessed throughout, with students 
completing  two knowledge tests. 
Impact –. Students will communicate their understanding of Weimar and Nazi Germany in the period 1918-1939 and demonstrate a confidence in the skills that permeate the 
study of History, particularly the analysis of interpretations which is only assessed on this Paper. Students will also demonstrate understanding of the complexity of the rise of the 
Nazis and begin to ask broader questions linked to British values such as the importance of democracy and the celebration of diversity. Through feedback, students will also be 
acutely aware of how they need to improve and this will allow them to close the gap more quickly. The knowledge rich curriculum and focus on written arguments and analysis 
of sources will enhance students progression to A-Level, in particular the cognitive and critical thinking skills for studying interpretations of history at A-Level. 

Section A
This section is worth 10%* of the total qualification. It is marked out of 16 marks.  
Students answer two compulsory questions:
● Question 1: this targets AO3, and focuses on making inferences from a source.
● Question 2: this targets AO1/AO2, and focuses on causation.
Section B
This section is worth 20%* of the total qualification. It is marked out of 36 marks. 
Of the 36 marks, up to 4 marks in Question 3 (d) will be awarded for spelling, 
punctuation, grammar and use of specialist terminology (SPaG).
All question parts are compulsory.
● Question 3 (a): this targets AO3 and uses two contemporary sources. One of 
them may be visual, but at least one will be written. Students assess the usefulness 
of both sources for a specified enquiry, making use of their knowledge of the 
historical context.
● Question 3 (b): this targets AO4 and uses two later written interpretations. 
Students explain how the two interpretations differ.
● Question 3 (c): this targets AO4 and uses the same interpretations as part 
(b).Students suggest why the two interpretations differ.
● Question 3 (d): this targets AO4 and re-uses the interpretations. It requires 
students to evaluate one interpretation, making use of the other interpretation 
and their knowledge of the historical context

Assessment Objectives

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of the key features 
and characteristics of the periods 
studied.

AO2 Explain and analyse historical 
events and periods studied using 
second order historical concepts.

AO3 Analyse, evaluate and use 
sources (contemporary to the 
period) to make substantiated 
judgements, in the context of 
historical events studied.

A04 Analyse, evaluate and make 
substantiated judgements about 
interpretations (including how and 
why interpretations may differ) in 
the context of historical events 
studied.

Transferable Skills

Cognitive skills
● Non-routine problem solving
● Systems thinking 
● Critical thinking 
● ICT literacy
Interpersonal skills
● Communication 
● Relationship-building skills 
● Collaborative problem solving 
Intrapersonal skills



A-Level History Curriculum Map - 1H Tsarist and Communist Russia, 1855–1964 -Part one: Autocracy, Reform and Revolution: Russia, 1855–1917

The Exam 

The examination paper for this component is designed to test students’ ability in relation to AO1 
and AO3. There are two sections to the paper. There will be a compulsory question in Section A 
testing students’ ability to analyse and evaluate the views of historians (AO3). Three extracts will 

be provided, containing historical interpretations linked to a broad issue or development. Students 
will be required to identify the arguments and evaluate them. In doing so, they must apply 

knowledge and understanding of the historical context to these arguments and interpretations; 
deployment of knowledge that does not relate to the extracts will receive no credit. This question 

carries 30 marks.

Section B will contain three essay questions of which students are required to answer two. Each 
essay tests AO1 and assesses historical understanding of developments and issues within a broad 

and coherent chronology, covering a minimum of 20 years. The focus of these questions will be, as 
appropriate, on understanding causation, change, continuity, similarity, difference and significance 
over time. Thus, questions with a narrow focus, such as those focused on specific events, will not be 
set. Each question in this section carries 25 marks. It is advised that students should spend one hour 

on the compulsory question and 45 minutes on each of the essay questions.

Key Themes 

How was Russia governed and 
how did political authority 

change and develop? 

Why did opposition develop 
and how effective was it? 

How and with what results 
did the economy develop and 

change? 

What was the extent of social 
and cultural change? 

How important were ideas 
and ideology? 

How important was the role 
of individuals and groups and 

how were they affected by 
developments?

Trying to preserve autocracy, 1855–1894 
How was 

Russia effected 

by the Crimean 

war?

What was the 

state of Russia 

in 1855?

What did the 

emancipation 

edict look like?

How effective 

was the 

emancipation 

of the Serfs?

How effective 

were 

Alexander’s 

other reforms?

How far did 
Alexander II 

begin to 
modernise

Russia?

Why did 

opposition

develop under 

Alexander II?

Revision How do 

historians view 

Alexander II?

Assessment

Essay Question

Who was 

Alexander III?

How far did 

Alexander III 

change Russia?

How

successful was 

Russification?

How were the 

Jews 

persecuted 

under 

Alexander III?

How far did 

Alexander III 

begin to 

modernise 

Russia?

How far did 

society change 

under 

Alexander III?

What does 

Russian 

literature arts 

reveal about 

the period?

Revision How do 

historians view 

Alexander III?

Assessment

Essay Question

The collapse of autocracy, 1894–1917
Who was 

Nicholas II?

How far had 

the economy 

modernised by 

1914?

How far had 

society 

changed by 

1914?

How did the 

ideas of Karl 

Marx influence 

the period?

Why did 

opposition 

develop under 

Nicholas II ?

Why is 1905 

called a 

revolution?

How 

democratic 

was the Duma?

Revision How stable 

was Russia on 

the eve of war?

Assessment

Essay Question

How far did

Rasputin 

damage the 

tsar?

How did the 

War effect 

Russia?

Why did the 

Tsar abdicate 

in  February 

1917?

How far did 

the Provisional 

government 

change Russia?

Why was the 

April Theses so 

important?

How far did 

the Bolsheviks 

increase their 

support 

through 1917?

How did the 

Bolsheviks take 

power in

October 1917?

Revision How do 

historians view 

October?

Assessment

Source  

Question

Intention
Our aim with the Paper 1 Breadth Study is to provide students with in-depth knowledge Russia in the period 1855-1964.. At the same time we aim to 
develop students’ historical skills, with a particular focus on crafting written arguments to meet the demands of essay questions such as ‘“While 
Alexander II was the ‘great reformer’, Alexander III was the ‘great reactionary’. ” Assess the validity of this view.  Furthermore, we aim to support 
students analytical comprehension of interpretations as is demanded by the source question. Our ultimate goal is for students to make the 
challenging transition from GCSE to A-level whilst providing them with a range of skills that will benefit them in future employment or further study. 

Implementation
The course is arranged chronologically with students studying the first two elements of the SPEC in the first year and the second two elements in the 
second year. AQA was chosen as the the exam board that offers relatively simple co-teachability with the AS, if necessary. A series of enquiry 
questions introduce elements form the SPEC. At key points, students are assessed using actual exam style questions. Each element of the SPEC is also 
assessed throughout, with students completing  regular knowledge tests. At the start of each lesson students complete a Do Now task , such as ‘Russia 
and the letter’ in order to encourage knowledge retention. Furthermore, starters to lessons act as stimulus material and implicitly develop students 
work with contemporary sources and interpretations. The department has invested in a range of academic texts, such as Orlando Figes ‘The People’s 
Tragedy’” The department also has access to A-Level magazine articles encouraging  students’ wider-reading, and preparing students for work with 
interpretations as demanded by the exam criteria.



A-Level History Curriculum Map - 1H Tsarist and Communist Russia, 1855–1964 -Part two: the Soviet Union, 1917–1964

Key Themes 

How was Russia governed and 
how did political authority 

change and develop? 

Why did opposition develop 
and how effective was it? 

How and with what results 
did the economy develop and 

change? 

What was the extent of social 
and cultural change? 

How important were ideas 
and ideology? 

How important was the role 
of individuals and groups and 

how were they affected by 
developments?

The emergence of Communist dictatorship, 1917–1941
How 

successful was 

War 

Communism ?

How

successful was 

the NEP?

How did Lenin

centralise the 

state?

How far did 

Society and 

Culture change 

in the 1920’s?

What

happened 

when Lenin 

died?

Why did Stalin 
win the Power 

Struggle?

Was Lenin that 

important?

Revision How and why 

do historians 

interpret the 

Power struggle 

differently?

Assessment

Source 

Question

What was 

Collectivisation 

and why was it 

introduced?

How successful 

was 

Collectivisation?

What were the 

Five Year Plans 

and why were 

they 

introduced?

How

successful were 

the Five Year 

Plans?

Why did Stalin 

resort to terror 

in the 1930’s?

Who killed 

Kirov?

What 

happened at 

the Show 

Trials?

How far did 

society and 

culture change 

17-41?

How and why 
do historians 

interpret Lenin 
and Stalin 

differently?

Assessment

Essay Question

The Stalinist Dictatorship and Reaction, 1941-1964
Why did the 

USSR go to war 

in 1941? 

What were the 

social,

economic and 

political effects 

of the war?

Why was the 

USSR victorious 

in WW2?

What were the 

features of 

post-WW2 

High Stalinism?

How far did the 

Stalinist 

economy 

change after 

WW2?

How far did

Stalinist 

political 

authority 

change after 

WW2?

What 

happened 

when Stalin 

died?

Revision How and why 

do historians 

interpret 

Stalin’s reign 

differently?

Assessment

Source 

Question

How did 

Khrushchev 

assume power 

in the wake of 

Stalin’s death?

How far did 

Khrushchev 

de-Stalinize the 

USSR?

How far did 

political 

authority  

change under

Khrushchev?

How far did the 

economy  

change under

Khrushchev?

How far did 

society and 

culture change 

53-64?

Did Khrushchev 

effectively deal 

with 

opposition>

Why was 

Khrushchev 

deposed?

Revision How and why 

do historians 

interpret 

Khrushchev's 

reign 

differently?

Assessment

Essay Question

Assessment Objectives Impact
Students will communicate their understanding of Russia in the period 1855-1964 confidently and demonstrate a 
confidence in the skills that permeate the study of History, particularly the skill of constructing written arguments and 
comprehension of interpretations. Students will also understand the complexity of change and continuity over a broad 
period of time and link this to the broader themes outlined in the SPEC. Students will ask broader questions linked to 
British values such as the role of democracy in the modern world. Through feedback, students will also be acutely aware of 
how they need to improve and this will allow them to close the gap more quickly. The knowledge rich curriculum, focus on 
written argument and exploration of change and continuity should hold students in excellent stead for undergraduate 
study and future employment.

A0 Description Weight %
A01 

Demonstrate, organise and communicate knowledge and 
understanding to analyse and evaluate the key features related to 
the periods studied, making substantiated judgements and exploring 
concepts, as relevant, of cause, consequence, change, continuity, 
similarity, difference and significance.

25

A03
Analyse and evaluate, in relation to the historical context, different 
ways in which aspects of the past have been interpreted.

15



A-Level History Curriculum Map – NEA – Ireland 1798-1916

What are the 
demands of 
the NEA? 

What was the 
relationship 

between 
Britain and 

Ireland before 
the 19th

Century

Why did the 
Irish rebel in 

1798?

Why was the 
Act of Union 
so significant 

in Irish history?

Was 1803 an
act of ‘Blood 

Sacrifice’?

Why was
Catholic 

emancipation 
achieved in 

1929?

Why did 
O’Connell’s 
attempts to 
disband the 
union fail?

How did the 
Famine 

impact the 
people of 
Ireland?

Is Tim Pat 
Coogan right 

about the Irish 
Famine?

Why did the 
Young 

Irelanders 
rebel in 1848?

Who were 
the Fenians
and why did 
rebel in 1867?

How 
important 
were the 

‘Three F’s’ to 
the people of 

Ireland?

How popular 
was  the idea 
Home Rule ?

Who were 
Irish Citizen 
Army and 
why were 

they 
important?

Why did the 
Irish rebel in 

1916? 

Was the rising 
doomed from 

the start?

Were the 
causes of 

opposition to 
British rule 
consistent 

throughout 
the period?

How and why 
do historians 
of Irish history 
interpret the 

past 
differently?

Assessment Objectives
Intention
The AQA History NEA is a 4’500 word essay that reads  “In the context of the period 1798-1916, dissent and opposition against British authority in Ireland 
was motivated by economic forces.” How far do you agree?
Our aim with the taught element of the NEA is to provide students with a broad knowledge of Ireland in the period 1798-1916 whilst also giving them 
opportunities to develop their understanding and use of contemporary sources when formulating judgments and presenting students with opportunities 
to critique the historiography of the period.. 
Implementation
The course begins with a review of the assessment criteria, as well as the exemplar material  and annual reports provided by the Exam Board. The course 
is then arranged chronologically, exploring key events and themes in the period 1798-1916. Each lesson provides students with an opportunity to review a 
primary source and at least every other lesson, students will review an academic text. On completion of the taught element of the course, students will use 
the time to refine their essays. 
Impact 
Students will communicate their understanding of Ireland in the period 1798-196 confidently and demonstrate a confidence in the skills that permeate the 
study of History, particularly the skill of constructing written arguments and comprehension and critiquing of interpretations. Students will develop a 
nuanced approach to utilising primary sources to enhance the judgments that they make. Ultimately the NEA will ideally prepare students for 
undergraduate essay writing, particularly with some of the formalities such as use of footnotes and appendices. 

A0 Description Weight %
A01 Demonstrate, organise and communicate knowledge and 

understanding to analyse and evaluate the key features related to 
the periods studied, making substantiated judgements and exploring 
concepts, as relevant, of cause, consequence, change, continuity, 
similarity, difference and significance.

10

A02 Analyse and evaluate appropriate source material, primary and/or 
contemporary to the period, within its historical context

5

A03 Analyse and evaluate, in relation to the historical context, different 
ways in which aspects of the past have been interpreted.

5



A-Level History Curriculum Map - 2S: The Making of Modern Britain, 1951-2007-Part One: Building a new Britain, 1951-79

The Exam 
The examination paper for this component is designed to test students’ ability in relation to AO1

and AO2. There are two sections to the examination paper.
In Section A there will be a compulsory question testing students’ ability to analyse and evaluate
the value of primary sources to an historian studying a particular issue or development (AO2).
Three sources will be set for evaluation. In their assessments, students are expected to evaluate
the sources, considering, for example, provenance, style and emphasis and the content of the
sources. Students must deploy knowledge and understanding of the historical context when

making their assessments and, in doing so, must avoid generalised comment about the value of
sources without reference to context. 

Deployment of knowledge that does not relate to the sources will receive no credit.
This question carries 30 marks.

Section B will contain three essay questions of which students are required to answer two. Each
essay tests AO1 and is designed to test historical understanding in depth, by a focus on events,

issues and developments and the interrelationships of various perspectives as they apply to the
question. Each question in this section carries 25 marks.

It is advised that students should spend one hour on the compulsory question and 45 minutes on
each of the essay questions.

The questions in Section B, in order to test AO1 in its entirety, will have a range of foci both in any
one paper and over time. Thus, in addition to targeting the generic qualities of organisation,
analysis, evaluation and judgement, questions will also test the range of foci in the AO: cause,

consequence, change, continuity, similarity, difference and significance. Consistent with the nature
of historical analysis, a single question may require students to demonstrate understanding of

more than one of these perspectives.

Introduction Commentary

This option provides for the 
study in depth of the key 

political, economic, social and 
international changes which 

helped to mould Britain in the 
second half of the 20th century. 

It explores concepts such as 
government and opposition, 

class, social division and cultural 
change. It encourages students 
to reflect on Britain’s changing 

place in the world as well as the 
interrelationship between 
political policies, economic 
developments and political 

survival. 

The affluent society: Britain, 1951-64
Why did Labour win the 

1945 election?

Why did the 

Conservatives win the 

1945 election?

How did the 

Conservatives ‘revive’ in

the period 1945-51?

Why did the 

Conservatives win the 

1951 election?

How successful were 

Churchill and Eden in 

governing Britain?

What policies were 
introduced under Harold 

Macmillan and how 
successful was he as 

Prime Minister?

How did the
Conservatives maintain 
their dominance in the 

years 1951-59?

Why did Labour win the 

1945 election?

Why did the 

Conservatives win the 

1945 election?

How did the 

Conservatives ‘revive’ in

the period 1945-51?

How successful were 

Conservative economic 

developments 1957-64?

Revision Assessment

Essay Question

What were the key 

foreign affair 

developments 1951-64?

What impact did foreign 

relations have on Britain 

1951-64?

Assessment

Essay Question

The Sixties, 1964–1970
Why did Labour win 

the 1964 election and 

how did Wilson 

establish his 

ideology?

What were the key 

policies under Wilson 

and the problems he 

faced in 1964?

What were the 

economic problems

Wilson faced and how 

did he attempt to 

solve them?

To what extent were 

the trade unions a 

problem for Wilson?

To what extent were 

labour divisions a 

problem for Wilson?

Why did Labour lose 

the 1970 election?

What liberal reforms 

were introduced and 

how did they impact 

on Britain?

What were the key 

foreign affair 

developments 1964-

70?

Assessment

Essay Question

The end of Post-War Consensus, 1970–1979
What were the strengths 

and weaknesses of 

Edward Heath's 

government 1970-75?

To what extent were the 

political, economic and 

industrial problems in 

1974 worse for Wilson 

compared to 1964?

How successful was the 

premiership of James 

Callaghan 1976-79?

Assessment Presentation Assessment

Essay Question

What was the most 

significant social 

development in the 

1970s?

What were the key foreign 

affair developments under 

Heath ? Was there was a 

change in government 

objectives since 1951?

What were the 

advantages and 

disadvantages of 

Britain’s entry to the 

EEC?

Implementation
The course is arranged chronologically with students studying the first three elements of the SPEC in the first year and the second 
three elements in the second year. AQA was chosen as the exam board that offers relatively simple co-teachability with the AS, if 
necessary. A series of enquiry questions introduce elements form the SPEC. At key points, students are assessed using actual exam 
style questions. Each element of the SPEC is also assessed throughout, with students completing  regular knowledge tests. At the start 
of each lesson students complete a Do Now task , such as ‘Britain and the letter’ in order to encourage knowledge retention. 
Furthermore, starters to lessons act as stimulus material and implicitly develop students work with contemporary sources and 
interpretations. The department has invested in a range of academic texts, such as Andrew Marr’s  ‘The Making of Modern Britain’” 
The department also has access to A-Level magazine articles encouraging  students’ wider-reading. 

Intention
Our aim with the Paper 2 depth Study is to provide students with in-depth knowledge of Britain in the period 1951-2007. At the 
same time we aim to develop students’ historical skills, with a particular focus on crafting written arguments to meet the demands 
of essay questions such as ‘““It was the miners’ who defeated Heath in 1974.” Assess the validity of this view.  Furthermore, we aim to 
support students analytical comprehension of contemporary sources as is demanded by the source question. Our ultimate goal is for 
students to make the challenging transition from GCSE to A-level whilst providing them with a range of skills that will benefit them 
in future employment or further study. 
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Impact

Students will communicate their understanding of Britain in the period 1951-2007 confidently and 
demonstrate a confidence in the skills that permeate the study of History, particularly the skill of 
constructing written arguments and comprehension of the worth of contemporary sources. 
Students will also understand the complexity of change and continuity over a broad period of time 
and link this to the broader themes outlined in the SPEC. Students will ask broader questions 
linked to British values such as the role of democracy in the modern world. Through feedback, 
students will also be acutely aware of how they need to improve and this will allow them to close 
the gap more quickly. The knowledge rich curriculum, focus on written argument and exploration 
of change and continuity should hold students in excellent stead for undergraduate study and 
future employment.

Assessment Objectives
A0 Description Weight %
A01 

Demonstrate, organise and communicate knowledge and understanding to analyse and evaluate the key 
features related to the periods studied, making substantiated judgements and exploring concepts, as relevant, 
of cause, consequence, change, continuity, similarity, difference and significance.

25

A02
Analyse and evaluate appropriate source material, primary and/or contemporary to the period, within its 
historical context

15

The impact of Thatcherism, 1979–1987 

What was 

Thatcherism?

To what extent were 

Thatcher’s ministers 

supportive of her 

policies?

What were the key 

events in Thatcher’s 

second stage of 

government 1983-90?

Why was the 

formation of the SDP 

a problem for Labour? 

What were the main 

reasons the 

Conservatives won in 

the elections of 1983 

and 87?

Why was Northern 
Ireland a problem and 

how did Thatcher 
attempt to solve this?

How did the 

Conservatives 

manage the 

economy?

To what extent did 

Thatcher solve the 

problems of inflation, 

unemployment and 

economic 

realignment?

To what extent was 

there social unrest 

under Thatcher?

Why were there 

industrial disputes 

under Thatcher and 

what impact did they 

have on society?

Assessment

Source question

What were the key 

foreign affair 

developments 

1979-87?

Why did Thatcher fall 

from power in 1990?

What are the legacies 
of Thatcherism?

Revision Assessment

Source question

Towards a new Consensus, 1987–1997

What were the 

strengths of the 

Conservative 

campaign in 1992 ?

What was the impact 

of Black Wednesday?

How different was 

Major from Thatcher?

How successful was 
the development of 
Labour Party under 
Kinnock, Smith and 

Blair?

To what extent was 

society liberal in the 

period 1987-1997?

What were the key 
foreign affair 

developments 1987-
1997 and how 

significant were these 
events on Britain, USA 

and the world?

Revision Assessment

Essay question

The Era of New Labour, 1997–2007
Who were the key 

figures of the 

realignment of New 

Labour and how did 

Labour change?

What constitutional

change occurred 

under New Labour?

What were the key

political and 

economic 

developments under 

Labour 1997-2007?

Who were the key 

individuals who led 

the Conservative 

Party 1997-2007?

Why did the 

Conservatives lost the 

2001 and 2005 

elections?

What were the key 

social developments 

that took place 

between 1997-2007?

To what extent were 

relations positive with 

Britain and the USA, 

Europe and the rest of 

the world?

Assessment

source question


